**Sli.do Questions**

**Anonymous**
- 8 Jun, 9:42am – Rating: 7 thumbs up

GreenGlass Presentation – “how many books will be discarded as a result of your project?”

**Anonymous**
- 7 Jun, 2:42pm – Rating: 5 thumbs up

Centralised Service Desk Service Presentation – “how did the other areas of the library respond to having to use the service desk?”

**Rashmi**
- 8 Jun, 9:11am – Rating: 5 thumbs up

MarcEdit Presentation: “There was an excellent presentation at ANZREG by Karen Stone from SLQ about integrating MarcEdit with ALMA. Powerpoints to be added to the ANZREG website soon”.

**Anonymous**
- 8 Jun, 9:15am Rating: 5 thumbs up

Running a Library material availability survey presentation: “Re Qualtrics survey tool: was this the only survey tool you looked at, what was you rationale for selecting this tool?”

**Anonymous**
- 8 Jun, 9:19am Rating: 5 thumbs up

Running a Library material availability survey presentation: “what actions are you planning to take as a result of the survey?”

**Kael**
- 8 Jun, 9:19am Rating: 5 thumbs up

Running a Library material availability survey presentation: “Was the Curtin survey aimed at measuring user info literacy, gaps in your collection, or a bit of both? Mainly electronic material or some print too?”
Louise
• 8 Jun, 9:40am Rating - 5 Thumbs up
GreenGlass Presentation – “Is Green Glass only for monographs?”

Louise
• 8 Jun, 9:16am Rating - 4 thumbs up
Running a Library material availability survey presentation - “How many questions or how long was the availability survey?”

Louise
• 8 Jun, 9:30am Rating – 4 thumbs up
Centralised directed resources: integration of RL into the LMS – “Congratulations ECU on huge and successful implementation”

Anonymous
• 8 Jun, 9:18am Rating – 3 thumbs up
Running a Library material availability survey presentation - “if you were provided with unsuccessful search info, did you find a pattern or reason as to why?”

Anonymous
• 8 Jun, 9:49am Rating – 2 thumbs up
Centralised service desk service Presentation – “Is the library able to offer input with IT to create the new user interface?”

Anonymous
• 8 Jun, 9:51am Rating – 2 thumbs up
Centralised service desk service Presentation – “UWA - do you have a you frame for answering questions?”
Anonymous
• 8 Jun, 9:11am Rating 1 thumbs up
MarcEdit Presentation – “Is anyone else using the Marcedit App with their library system?”

Anonymous
• 8 Jun, 9:30am Rating – 1 thumbs up
Centralised directed resources: integration of RL into the LMS – “Is e reserve support in Perth?”